Nice Catch!

Only the Joybook 5100 lets you get online with both a built-in WLAN and a GPRS enabled connection.

Get online anytime, anywhere. The Joybook 5100 gives you an endless choice of ways to connect to the Internet. On top of Intel® Centrino™'s mobile technology, it has built-in Bluetooth® & Infra-red. What's more, you can also get online through a GPRS Mobile Phone. So you can connect even in locations without a Wireless LAN Hotspot. With installed QSync Information Synchronization Software, the Joybook integrates, manages and constantly updates Calendars, Address Books, Messages and more with your mobile phone, PDA and PC. Finally, its unique 200 nits, ultra bright, high quality Ultra Brilliant Multimedia technology, lets you make the most of the action with the most true to life images possible. Multi Wireless Connections give the ultimate freedom. You definitely score every time with the Joybook 5100.

- Intel® Centrino™ Mobile Technology
- 15" 200 nits XGA/ SXGA+ TFT Display
- ATI® MOBILITY RADEON™ 9000 3D graphics processor
- Bluetooth (available with the Joybook 5100N only)

BenQ.com

BenQ recommends Microsoft® Windows® XP

Intel, Intel Inside, the Intel Inside logo, Intel Centrino and the Intel Centrino logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the United States and other countries.
We take care of the vacation, so you can take care of your golf

A Royal Orchid Holidays golfing vacation is designed
to take the hassle out of your golfing holiday.
In addition to greens that are ranked among the world's finest,
you'll enjoy service that ranks among the world's best.

- Your choice of luxurious hotel or resort with American breakfast
- Transfers between the airport and your hotel
- Reserved tee-off times
- Daily transfers to your chosen golf course
- Green fees and caddy fees included

Away from the greens the holiday continues with a huge range of optional activities including: spa treatments, sightseeing and cultural tours, shopping and fine dining.

Why wait? Book your THAI Royal Orchid Holidays golfing vacation now and discover just how good a golfing holiday can get.

THAI, smooth as silk.

For information on schedules, reservations and more details about Royal Orchid Holidays visit www.thaiairways.com or contact your travel agent.
The multifunction of choice for leading companies.

Over 5000 Units Sold!
The Document Centre C400/C320/C240
Affordable as a true 4-in-1 black-&-white multifunction that also prints, copies or scans in colour anytime on demand. With full fax capabilities included. And the only one to offer a choice of three models to meet different needs. With over 5000 units installed in leading companies throughout the Asia Pacific region, it’s the winning choice for productivity and cost efficiencies. Discover the difference today.

The Document Centre
'C' Series

DCC400
40ppm (BW)
22ppm (Colour)

DCC320
32ppm (BW)
16ppm (Colour)

DCC240
24ppm (BW)
13ppm (Colour)
One stop Solution for University

- No Budget Setting
- Small Investment
- Hardware/Software/Peopleware/Connection
- Better than LMS
- 24 x 7 hrs. System Admin.
- Courseware Production
- E-Education Consultant
Most people communicate through Ericsson’s Mobile Phone Network, that is more than 40% of all Mobile Phone Traffic.

www.ericsson.co.th